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T

he original proponents of trigger warnings on campus argued that the
would empower students suffering from trauma to delve into dif cult
material. The point is not to enable

let alone encourage

students to

skip readings or our subsequent class discussion, the philosopher Kate Manne wrote
in The Ne

Y k Time . It s about enabling ever one s rational engagement.

Now, about a decade after trigger warnings arrived on college campuses, it s clear that
an avoidance rationale is of ciall competing with the original lean-in logic.
A recent I

ide Highe Ed piece b Michael Bugeja, an Iowa State journalism professor,

is emblematic of this shift. In light of the tumultuous times (a mental-health
pandemic, ongoing se ual violence and racism, the an iet of returning to in-person
instruction), Bugeja sa s that trigger warnings are needed now more than ever. All
facult members should follow his lead, he argues, and include detailed trigger
warnings on their s llabi accompanied b the following note: You don t have to
attend class if the content elicits an uncomfortable emotional response.
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Bugeja s article prompted us to review the latest research on the ef cac of trigger
warnings. We found no evidence that trigger warnings improve students mental
health. What s more, we are now convinced that the push students and facult

members alike to turn awa from the stud of vitall important topics that are seen as
too distressing.
To clarif at the outset, a trigger warning is not the same thing as a ge e al content
advisor like the e plicit content label for music albums or the lm-rating s stem (G,
PG, R, etc.). Trigger warnings identif

eci c content and themes. Here s an e ample

for Toni Morrison s debut novel, The Bl e E e:
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The origins of trigger warnings date to the 1970s, when post-traumatic stress disorder
was codi ed as a ps chiatric condition, the s mptoms of which include ashbacks,
nightmares, intrusive thoughts, and social withdrawal. The term trigger signi ed an
stimulus that set off a post-traumatic stress reaction, from particular sights, sounds,
and smells to certain foods, faces, and calendar dates.
When debates about trigger warnings rst erupted, there was little-to-no research on
their effectiveness. Toda we have an emerging bod of peer-reviewed research to
consult.
The consensus, based on 17 studies using a range of media, including literature
passages, photographs, and lm clips: Trigger warnings do not alleviate emotional
distress. The do not signi cantl reduce negative affect or minimi e intrusive
thoughts, two hallmarks of PTSD. Notabl , these ndings hold for individuals with and
without a histor of trauma. (For a review of the relevant research, see the 2020

Cli ical P ch l gical Scie ce article Helping or Harming? The Effect of Trigger
Warnings on Individuals With Trauma Histories b Pa ton J. Jones, Benjamin W.
Bellet, and Richard J. McNall .)
We are not aware of a single e perimental stud that has found signi cant bene ts of
using trigger warnings. Looking speci call at trauma survivors, including those with a
diagnosis of PTSD, the Jones et al. stud found that trigger warnings were not helpful
even when the warned about content that closel matched survivors traumas.
What s more, the found that trigger warnings actuall increased the an iet of
individuals with the most severe PTSD, prompting them to view trauma as more
central to their life narrative.

Trigger warnings, the concluded, ma be most

harmful to the ver individuals the were designed to protect.
An estimated 3.5 percent of the U.S. adult population has PTSD. (Note that trauma
rarel results in PTSD.) For the small proportion of our students suffering from PTSD,
colleges have an obligation to help them succeed academicall . In other words, access
to treatment is what is needed.

O

n campus the de nition of what constitutes a trigger has e panded
dramaticall from stimuli that induce s mptoms of PTSD to an material
that might elicit dif cult emotional responses. Refracted through the

prism of social justice, trigger-worth topics proliferated to include the likes of racism,
classism, se ism, ableism, and other issues of privilege and oppression.

For Bugeja, an topic that evokes an intense negative emotion is a potential trigger. To
identif

where warnings ma be warranted when he starts a new class, Bugeja uses a

trigger-word game to compile information on the words and phrases that elicit the
most powerful emotions for his students. Here are some of the topics that made the
Top 10 Trigger List from his spring 2021 media-ethics course: Covid-19, Black Lives
Matter, Trump, #MeToo, and George Flo d.

Note that Bugeja s s llabus alread includes a host of trigger warnings. For this
particular course, the following topics, among others, are agged with a trigger
warning: Na i s mbols,

alcohol and se ual misconduct,

profanit and slurs, and

the Emancipation Proclamation, Civil War aftermath, transformation of Lincoln,
and other sensitive issues associated with race. According to the s llabus, if students
decide to miss class or forego a particular assignment, the just need to email. (Bugeja
provides a stud guide for ke concepts in the event that students opt out.)
With all due respect to Bugeja, who is obviousl a thoughtful and dedicated teacher, it
seems unavoidable that policies like these would impede meaningful engagement
with dif cult topics and reinforce the idea that students are inherentl fragile. Indeed,
embracing trigger warnings ma drive some students to be on high alert for an
content that might possibl upset or offend.
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Alas, the content that is most likel to raise hackles is often of the utmost importance.
As the Harvard law professor Jeannie Suk Gersen reported in 2014, about a do en of
her colleagues at multiple institutions had dropped rape law from their criminal-law
courses because students were complaining the material was triggering. Consider
the consequences: Not onl will students not learn the material, but there will be fewer

law ers with the e pertise to ght for rape victims. Since then, the fear that some
material is just too distressing for students has onl intensi ed. Based on published
accounts as well as our conversations with colleagues across the countr , books,
articles, and lms are quietl being dropped, along with lectures, discussion activities,
and assignments. (On the suppression of controversial ideas within academe,
including self-censorship, see Sean T. Stevens, Lee Jussim, and Nathan Hone cutt s
2020 S cie ie journal article, Scholarship Suppression: Theoretical Perspectives and
Emerging Trends. )
We were gobsmacked several ears ago when a colleague informed us that a student
had requested a trigger warning for a reading about the Holocaust. This same student
also asked for an alternative te t to read because the original reading was too
disturbing.
Two quick observations:
First, if ou read about the Holocaust and are not disturbed, ou should reall look
into the possibilit that ou re a sociopath.
Second, there is no alternative to learning about the Holocaust.
At the college level, we don t believe the Holocaust, slaver , genocide, and other
harrowing topics should come in two different versions: regular and lite.
As it happens, the distribution of trigger warnings b topic often seems arbitrar .
Suicide, se ual assault, and eating disorders t picall make the cut. Warfare, cancer,
and starving children do not. We don t think we have the e pertise or moral authorit
to make decisions about what kind of pain

not to mention whose pain

most. Indeed we re skeptical that an one does.

matters

In an event, when a classroom conversation is in full swing, it s impossible to predict
the direction it will take. Ever contribution is a potential trigger.
Wh are we so afraid to acknowledge the power of academic stud to provoke,
destabili e, and disturb? Con ict, pain, and suffering are central elements of an
serious stud of the human e perience. In U.S. histor courses, for e ample, it isn t
possible to teach an accurate portrait of past events without covering horrif ing
material, from the genocide of Native peoples to the traged of 9/11. If we trul want
to understand and reckon with past and present atrocities, we must be willing to face
dif cult, even e cruciating, moments.

T

o be clear, we are not in favor of a shock-and-awe approach of springing
distressing content on students without advance notice. Instead, effective
teaching practices naturall address man of the issues that trigger warnings

are meant to tackle. The s llabus is ke : Clear course descriptions, including topics to
be covered, are essential.
Conte t too is crucial. For instance, there are do ens of trigger warnings that could
precede a screening of Spike Lee s lm D

he Righ Thi g, from enophobia and

alcohol addiction to racial slurs and police violence. But that runs the risk of reducing
a comple work of art to a litan of problematic topics, not to mention eliminating the
element of surprise that can shock us into a higher consciousness.
When Jeffre shows D

he Righ Thi g, he invites students to share what the know

about Spike Lee lms before the watch it. This ensures that ever one is aware that
intense e aminations of race and racism are likel to gure. D

he Righ Thi g in

particular, he notes, depicts the volatilit of a multiethnic Brookl n neighborhood in
the late 1980s. This little bit of background knowledge prepares students to full
engage with the lm without giving awa plot points, identif ing ke themes, or telling
them how to interpret particular scenes.

There is a world of difference between warning and informing. Simpl using the
phrase trigger warning raises the stakes, squee ing course content into a narrow
frame de ned b trauma and suffering.
We appreciate that advocates of trigger warnings have drawn attention to the fact that
students mental health affects their learning. And we share their commitment to
treating students with compassion. As a result, we think it s imperative to
acknowledge that the best evidence to date nds that trigger warnings do not
minimi e an iet and emotional distress, and might even do the opposite.
Furthermore, appl ing trigger warnings to an material that elicits an uncomfortable
emotional response makes a mocker of the real challenges faced b those suffering
from PTSD. As the Harvard stud we cited earlier concluded, trigger warnings are
unvetted interventions and their use is irresponsible to victims of trauma. In our
view, the problems with trigger warnings e tend well be ond mental-health concerns.
B contributing to a misguided safet -and-securit model of education, trigger
warnings ultimatel deprive all students of the most powerful learning opportunities.
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